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Highlights from the past

• 1st Days of Exchanges and Partnerships for Research and Innovation (JEPRI’2012), from 3rd to 4th November 2012 in Hammamet, Tunisia.
• The 16th IEEE Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference, 25-28 March, 2012, Yasmine Hammamet, Tunisia

Future activities

• 2nd Days of Exchanges and Partnerships for Research and Innovation (JEPRI’2013), November 2013 in Hammamet, Tunisia.
• Tunisian Student Branches Conference, December 2013 in Hammamet, Tunisia

Best practices

• Organization of meetings with the student branches counselors and student branches chairs. the objective is to conjugate the efforts of the different Tunisian student branches in order to fix together the future strategies of their activities.

Miscellaneous

• Many student branches are formed in the year 2013.
  o INSAT SB, National Institute of Applied Sciences & Technology, January 2, 2013
  o ENIG SB, National Engineering School of Gabes, January 2, 2013
  o FST SB, Faculty of Science of Tunis, March 11, 2013
  o ENIB SB, National Engineering School of Bizerte, April 3, 2013
  o ESSTT SB, High School of Science & Technology of Tunis, April 9, 2013
  o ENIM SB, National Engineering School of Monastir, April 12, 2013
• The IEEE Power & Energy Society Student Branch Chapter at National Engineering School of Sfax has been formed on June 2013.
• The IEEE GOLD Tunisia Affinity Group is one of the GOLD Hall of Fame Award winners for 2013, the most prestigious IEEE GOLD Award.